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KIDS WITHOUT MOMS OPENS ITS DOORS AND WEBSITE!
Boston, MA, July 6, 2016 – Kids Without Moms is a new national nonprofit headquartered in the Boston
area dedicated to supporting the +2.0MM children1 in the U.S. currently living in a household without a
mother present. To that end, the company is now actively inviting all children without a mom in the
house (all ages) to sign up for a free KWM Hangouts membership. We also welcome all tax deductible
donations through our website so that we may expand the membership base we can service as quickly
as possible.
Mark Koob, a retired food industry executive and current CEO and co-founder (along
with his ten-year-old son, Tiagan) of Kids Without Moms said, “When we went
looking for support for my son who lost his mother at the age of five to cancer, I was
surprised to learn that very little was available to help kids cope with the loss of what
can only be described as a unique relationship that helps determine who they will
become in their adult life. While there were many (but still not enough…) resources to
support kids coping with the loss of a dad in their lives, Kids Without Moms seeks to
provide support for those kids (and their dads) who are coping with the lifelong issue
of grief, while trying to fit in with other kids and families who have both parents.”
KWM offers its services primarily online to optimize availability to anyone interested in what we have to
offer. Today, our free services include:

1

In its report entitled America’s Families and Living Arrangements: 2012, (page 12, table 4), the U.S. Census
Department states that there are about 2.0 MM children under 18 living without a mother in the household.

 Kids Without Moms Hangouts where kids can sign up for free online sessions and join
other kids of similar circumstance to share experiences, concerns or just talk about
anything they want using the Google Hangouts platform. Each group is free and is
hosted by a professional KWM Moderator to ensure the group is a safe and fun place
to make new friends who are dealing with similar issues.
 KWM Sometimes Moms where families are paired with volunteer women with “excess
maternal bandwidth” for an online relationship. Women who love and understand kids
and have the time to add maternal nurturing and emotional support to families who
appreciate it. The KWM Sometimes Moms program is not unlike Big Brothers/Big
Sisters of America®, except that it is exclusively online.
 KWM Studios produces a network of podcasts specifically designed for the enjoyment
and education of our members (but, they are available to anyone who is interested
through the website or the company’s free mobile app). There are four channels at the
moment targeted to single dads, kids and general family life issues. All programs are
designed to be light hearted, informative and (hopefully) humorous and entertaining.
 Kids Without Moms Blog is a resource where we post future KWM developments,
special events and attempt to catalog useful articles for our members regarding
parenting, grief and the different developmental stages of kids (and parents…).
MOMS Matter
Kids Without Moms was founded to help kids and dads deal with the vacuum of life without mom.
###
If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Mark Koob at 671-906-6667 Ext. 101
or email at info@kidswithoutmoms.org.
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